Fighting for Peace: Seven Critical Years in the Pentagon by Caspar Weinberger

Shows Weinberger To Be More Than "Rigid"...

Sure to make major headlines, this is a hard-hitting inside look at the internal power plays surrounding military policy-making in the 80s, by President Reagans Secretary of Defense. 16-page photo insert.

My Personal Review:
Most accounts of the Reagan administration characterize Casper Weinberger as the hawkish pro-military buildup Defense Secretary of the early years and the un-bending, un-yeilding Pentagon chief of the later years before he was "ousted". This book offers Cap's perspective and, even if you don't agree with all his reasoning and policies, provides a different perspective of the Reagan years. You don't get everything that occured during Weinberger's rein, but he does offer his angle of most of the major events and reasons for his being maligned towards the end of his term. His loyalty to Reagan is un-questioned and this story is somewhat biased towards those policies, but it's definetly worth reading (you may have some trouble finding it as it's out of print). Highly recommended.
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